
A Good Contract Means More Than a Wage Increase
Last week, UESF proposed a wage increase of 21% raise over the course of 3 years.  This is good but there are important
issues that have already come up in bargaining that we must not lose sight of.

Hours/wages for a Classified (Paraprofessionals & Security):

UESF put forward a good proposal of an 8 hour workday for ALL classified. SFUSD rejected it completely. UESF
immediately collapsed to a new position of 8-hr for T-10s and only a 6-hour minimum for all other classified. A success-
ful inclusion model requires that instructional aides need full-time, as they are needed in schools for the same time
responsibilities as the teachers (7-hour workday with a duty free lunch). All our classified members deserve a full-time
job at our schools of up to 8 hours/day.

Classified will need to see significant increase in their wage steps which max out after only 5 years if we are to lift our
poorest members out of poverty wages.

Preparation Time for Elementary Teachers:

UESF is asking for 45 minutes of prep time for elementary teachers per day but is prepared to accept that the prep time
come at the end of the instructional day. This is NOT “prep time” inside the instructional day, as is the usual practice in
middle and high schools. SFUSD must provide real prep time by hiring more teachers to teach, music, science and art so
teachers have time during the day to plan.

Class Size:

The UESF BT initially ONLY made class size proposals for grades 4/5, giving teachers “more resources and release
time” if class sizes exceed contractual “goals.” This current practice at K–3 does NOT actually lower class size: SFUSD
has over-enrolled many K-3 classes this year. CLASS SIZE limits need to mean real caps. UESF is only addressing class
size at 4/5 and not is reporting that class size for middle and high school would be put forward in “re-openers” in the
succeeding years.

Class size reductions means clear numerical limits at all grade levels set into our contract, not “compensation,” that leave
workloads intact and that we cannot grieve over. 

Meetings in the Work Day and Non-Instructional Time:

With a wage increase likely coming, SFUSD will try to extend our day with more after-school meetings. We must hold
the line on this by rejecting attempts to extend our work day and by attempts by SFUSD to weaken 7.2.7, which empow-
ers UBCs to hold management to a reasonable limit on meetings planned.

EDU Believes that UESF Members Need to Know:

• The full set of bargaining proposals being put forward at the table. 
• What is our strategy for escalating pressure on the district?
• At what point, would UESF call for a strike authorization vote? 
• Once a“Tentative Agreement”/TA is reached, will UESF members be given adequate time to review and discuss
the TA?

Please consider joining EDU/Educators for a Democratic Union. 
We meet monthly. Come to our next EDU meeting:

Thursday, May 15th
Glen Park Library  2825 Diamond, 

close to Glen Park BART; easy Muni access  
4:30-6:30 PM

www.educatorssf.org  email EDU: edudemocraticunion@gmail.co

EDU: Educators for a Democratic Union




